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Challenge and  Demand of Billions





FROM LINEAR TO CIRCULAR

From Linear… …to Circular

Take Make Waste

Focusing on the change to customer-centricity and digitally enabled business models
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NEW INDUSTRY BOUNDARIES

CIRCULAR ECONOMY BROADENS INDUSTRY SCOPE 
BEYOND TRADITIONAL BOUNDARIES

Illustrative example

Linear businesses Circular businesses Enabling businesses

• Typically more traditional industry actors 
operating in a value chain focused on 
maximizing output, e.g. products and services

• Contributing to a take-make-waste economy, 
with consumption as key growth driver

• Businesses exploiting opportunities created by 
inefficient ways-of-working of a linear economy

• For example, selling renewable materials, 
capturing underutilized capacities and wasted 
product life-cycles, and turning waste into 
valuable materials

• Businesses supporting linear and circular actors 
to advance their business models towards a 
increasingly circular approach

• For example, technology providers, researchers, 
circular capital providers, etc. 

Linear 
businesses

Circular 
businesses

Enabling 
businesses

NEW

NEW

Circular ecosystem actors Examples

Manufacturer of 
automotive

Provider of automotive 
sharing platform

Connected car platform 
for services offerings
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Three drivers underpin the shift towards circular

Circular

Technology
Enables new 

solutions

Customer-centricity
Delivers customer outcomes

Sustainability
Improves resource

utilisation

Right 
purpose

Right 
efficiency

Right
delivery

Source: Accenture, Appendix 2 for more details

6. Deep dives1. Why 2. What 3. Capabilities 4. Technologies 5. HowExecutive Summary
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From selling products… 

Better customer values can be delivered through offering 
outcomes instead of selling products

Source: 1: Company website

Profit is generated by selling as many products as 
possible, fuelling inefficiencies along the value chain

Profit is generated by delivering solutions that fit 
specific customer needs, minimising inefficiencies 
and increasing consumer experience

Example: From Rolls Royce selling engines… … to Rolls Royce selling “Power by the hour” to 
customers for a fixed charge per hour of operation, per 
ship. Rolls Royce offers planned maintenance and 
monitoring services for the equipment aboard from on-
shore with the help of sensors1

… to offering outcomes

6. Deep dives1. Why 2. What 3. Capabilities 4. Technologies 5. HowExecutive Summary



The Challenge of the Alignment

To generate instant acceptance and commitment requires an 
answer to one question:

What is it for me?



Why would your company engage in circular 
economy in addition to ecological impact?

Impact on 
EBITDA
- Operational efficiency 
& minimizing waste
- Risk management

Impact on 
revenue

- Expanded offering and 
new partnerships

- Increased customer 
intimacy

Impact on 
Expectations

- Investors
- Employees

- Partners
- Customers
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Circular economy is about turning inefficiencies in linear 
value chains into business value

Source: Accenture, Appendix 2 for more details

5. UNEXPLOITED CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENTS

Sales organisation focus on selling functionality of product rather than the customer problem 

– for example, missing opportunities to engage customers throughout the product life-cycle to offer additional services and add-on sales

1. UNSUSTAINABLE 
MATERIALS

Material and energy that cannot be 
continually regenerated 

– for example, direct and indirect 
material is not renewable or bio-based

2. UNDERUTILISED 
CAPACITIES

Underutilised or unused products and 
assets 

– for example, products are not 
operating full hours or full 
functionality is not useful

3. PREMATURE PRODUCT 
LIVES

Products are not used to 
fullest possible working life 

– for example due to new models and 
features or lack of repair and 

maintenance

4. WASTED END-OF-LIFE 
VALUE

Valuable components, materials and 
energy is not recovered at disposal 

– for example, not recycled or 
recovered at end of life

Inefficiencies of linear value chains
Sourcing Manufacturing Logistics Marketing & sales End of life disposalProduct useProduct design

6. Deep dives1. Why 2. What 3. Capabilities 4. Technologies 5. HowExecutive Summary
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Five business models reduce the inefficiencies and create 
value for companies

Source: Accenture, Appendix 2 for more details

Reform use of resources

CIRCULAR SUPPLY CHAIN

Use of renewable energy, bio-based or potentially 
completely recyclable materials

Logistics

Marketing
& sales

End of life
disposal

Reverse
logistics

Sourcing

Manufacturing

Product 
use

Circular value 
chain

Optimise capacity use

SHARING PLATFORM

Increased usage rates through collaborative models for 
usage, access, or ownership

Extend life cycles

PRODUCT LIFE EXTENSION

Extension of the life cycle through repair, maintenance, 
upgrading, resale and remanufacturing

PRODUCT AS A SERVICE

Offering of products for use with retention of product 
ownership which incentivises increase in resource 
productivity along the whole life cycle

Recover value in waste

RECOVERY & RECYCLING

Recovery of usable resources or energy 
from waste or by-products

Offer outcome oriented solutions

Did you know?
On the Circular Economy site, there is an exercise package called Business model development toolkit, where you can analyse the relevance of each circular business model for your company.

6. Deep dives1. Why 2. What – CE business models 3. Capabilities 4. Technologies 5. HowExec. Summary
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EARLY MOVERS WITHIN MANUFACTURING 
INDUSTRY HAVE ALREADY STARTED

CIRCULAR 
SUPPLY CHAIN

SHARING 
PLATFORM

PRODUCT LIFE 
EXTENSION

PRODUCT AS A 
SERVICE

RECOVERY & 
RECYCLING

Machinery & Equipment Marine Energy Transportation

@SitraFund @jyri_Arponen cirularplaybook.fi
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Piiroinen: Meeting room as a service



Sharing 
Platform

Product Life 
Extension

Product as a 
Service

Recovery & 
Recycling

Circular 
Supply Chain

Applied business model

Piiroinen is a Finnish family-owned company that operates in four different business areas. 
Besides designing, manufacturing, selling and marketing its own collection of furniture for use in 
public spaces, the company also manufactures high-quality metal components, undertakes metal 
plating and offers form pressing and upholstery services for the furniture industry.

Piiroinen’s factory and headquarters are located in South-West of Finland, in Salo. The company 
has partners and clients around the world and one third of its turnover comes from exports.

Company description

High costs make investments in high-quality meeting room furniture challenging especially for 
small companies. Furthermore, due to high costs, meeting furniture is typically upgraded with 
very long time intervals, not following changes in needs.   

To tackle these challenges, Piiroinen is exploring the opportunity to offer complete meeting 
rooms as a service, with high-end design furniture and other equipment tailored to customer 
needs. To deliver the solution, Piiroinen has partnered with three other companies, and is 
piloting the solution with a hotel chain.

The meeting room as a service solution allows Piiroinen’s customers to avoid large investments 
without compromising the quality of their meeting environment. At the same time, the solution 
facilitates upgrading and reusing furniture, extending the lifecycle of products. Overall, the 
solution brings Piiroinen closer to its customers, and enables the company to deliver on circular 
economy principles.   

Benefits

The circular opportunity
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Sisu Axles: Predictive axle maintenance



Sharing 
Platform

Product Life 
Extension

Product as a 
Service

Recovery & 
Recycling

Circular 
Supply Chain

Applied business model

Sisu Axles is an independent axle manufacturer for heavy duty truck, military, container 
handling and industrial applications. The company specializes in heavy duty rigid planetary 
reduction axles and independent suspension systems.

Sisu Axles serves its international customers from its assembly plant located in the southern 
part of Finland, the town of Hämeenlinna. The majority of its products end-up being exported 
to various locations around the globe. The company’s axles can be found on virtually every 
continent, from the United States to Australia and Russia to Antarctica. 

Company description

The products of Sisu Axles are often used in applications where the operators are selling 
availability or a certain output per operating hours. In this type of operations it is crucial to be 
able to minimize vehicle downtime and especially eliminate unexpected maintenance needs. 

To help its customers in their continuous effort to increase productivity and availability, Sisu
Axles is now exploring opportunities of predictive maintenance.

Typically, customers of Sisu Axles are doing preventive maintenance based on a predefined 
maintenance regime. With predictive maintenance, operators can call vehicles into service only 
on a need to service basis, reducing unnecessary maintenance and allowing the vehicle to 
continue in operations. Furthermore, the operators can get early warning messages of 
commencing component problems, preventing potential catastrophic failures. As a result, 
vehicles have higher availability, and they can be kept longer in use. 

Benefits

The circular opportunity



Just Air
100% Oil-less High Speed Turbo 
Compressors
Air as a Service €/m3
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3 KEY AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT TO MOVE FROM LINEAR TO 
CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Customer value 
delivery

Resource handling

Organisation and 
collaboration

Strategy & 
Leadership

Sourcing & 
procurement

(Re)manu-
facturing

(Re)sales

AftersalesTake-back

Recycling

Design/
R&D

A

B

C

#kasvuakiertotaloudesta   @SitraFund @TechFinland @AccentureFI
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achieving the full circular advantage requires 
building an ecosystem of partners

Development of Ecosystem over time

Company Partners

€

From industry-specific value chains… …to cross-industry value networks

Traditional approach Ecosystem approach

Enhanced 
capability to 
deliver extended 
value propositions 
and superior 
customer 
experiences

Offering Products and services End-to-end solutions

Objective Maximising profits Maximising customer value

Bilateral MultilateralInteractions

Solution development In-house R&D Open innovation

Relationship strategy Partner relationship management Ecosystem orchestration

5. Understand full circular advantage from collaborative ecosystem 

6. Deep dives1. Why 2. What 3. Capabilities 4. Technologies 5. How – Deliver and AdaptExec. Summary



Turning
Technology

into
Solutions

ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING

PREDICTIVE
ANALYTICS 

CYBERSECURITY

INTERNET
OF THINGS

SYSTEM
INTEGRATION

AUGMENTED
REALITY

ADVANCED
ROBOTICS

CLOUD
COMPUTING

BIG DATA

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

SIMULATIONBLOCKCHAIN
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Behaviour, values and mindset changes are required to 
deliver outcome-oriented solutions 

Behaviours

Mindsets
Values

The things we believe are most 
important 

We have some awareness of our own 
values, but they are largely invisible 

to others 

The outward signs of culture

They are informed by underlying values 
and mindsets

The assumptions we hold about 
the way the world is

These are often invisible to us and to 
others – the things we take for granted 

Culture

“The way we do things around here”

Culture is the sum of how people in the organisation 
assume, believe, and act. This differentiates from 
competitors

1. Address all components of culture
€

6. Deep dives1. Why 2. What 3. Capabilities 4. Technologies 5. How – Deliver and AdaptExec. Summary







So, it’s very simple

Define clear business benefits from circular adaption

Develop the right operating models realise full benefit

Establish the means to drive change

1

2

3



ONLINE VERSION OF 
WWW.CIRCULARPLAYBOOK.FI

http://www.circularplaybook.fi/


sitra.fi
@sitrafund

Jyri Arponen
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